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Prepaid Cards and Terrorists


Convenient mechanism



No noteworthy trends to date



Law enforcement / military challenges identifying
load value of cards



Anonymity or perceived anonymity



Easy to transit / no reporting requirements



Will success of Paris attacks influence future use
and / or future legislation

Our Challenge


Harsh reality
– N o country im m une from terrorism





Threat preceded 9/11, magnified on 9/11, reinforced many
times since 9/11
Challenge in confronting terrorism threefold:
– Continue to contain and disrupt the threat of terrorism through
military, diplomatic, intelligence, law enforcement and sanctions
counterterrorism measures


Public sector interagency collaboration

– Work with diverse communities to educate and counter
radicalization and violent extremism


Public and private sector partnership

– To disrupt and prevent the flow of funds to and from

terrorist organizations and operatives


Public and private sector partnership

Understand the Threat


To address the threat, you must understand the threat
– Hate crimes / right wing extremists


Chattanooga (Dylann Roof) (July 16, 20150



Colorado Springs (Robert Lewis Dear) (November 27, 2015)

– San Bernardino County Care Facility (December 2, 2015)




Syed Rizwan Farook and Tashfeen Malik
ISIL inspired / leaderless
Homegrown violent extremists

– Paris (November 13, 2015) / Brussells (March 22, 2016)




Belgium cell / network
Returning foreign fighters and homegrown violent extremists
ISIL command and control

Terrorist Attack Cycle


Target selection



Planning



Deployment



Attack



Escape



Exploitation

Contrasting E.U. and U.S.
Threats


Threat in Europe more acute
– Geographic risk
– Cultural risk
– Information sharing



Foreign fighters
– Greater numbers from Europe
– Long term integration of returning fighters to Europe
– Coordination with homegrown violent extremists in disenfranchised
communities in Europe
– Command and control from Syria



Homegrown violent extremists
– Bigger challenge in U.S. (more ethnic diversity)
– Leaderless / ISIL inspired

Europe’s Chronic Jihadist
Problem








European authorities have arrested a number of suspects linked to
Paris and Brussels terrorist attacks, but the arrests address only the
immediate threat, not the root problem
Europe’s jihadist threat will continue to be deeper and more
complex than North America’s because of differences in their Muslim
communities
Despite recent counterterrorism successes, the threat of attacks in
Europe will remain high for years to come
As long as the ideology of jihadism survives, and as long as Europe’s
Muslims remain marginalized and disenfranchised, European
security services will not be able to arrest their way out of this
problem
Source: Stratfor

Answering Our Challenge


Challenge in confronting terrorism threefold:
– Continue to contain and disrupt the threat of terrorism through military,
diplomatic, intelligence, law enforcement and sanctions counterterrorism
measures


Public sector interagency collaboration



Requires cooperation, communication, coordination

– Work with diverse communities to educate and counter radicalization and
violent extremism


Public and private sector partnership



Take opportunity to exploit rift between al-Qaeda and ISIL by exposing
the falsity of their internet / social media propaganda

– To disrupt and prevent the flow of funds to and from terrorist organizations
and operatives


Public and private sector partnership



Identify and exploit financial chokepoints and vulnerabilities of
terrorist groups

Initiatives to Disrupt ISIL’s
Funding Flows


FATF Reports (February 2015)(October 2015)
– Financing of the Terrorist Organization Islamic State in Iraq and the
Levant (ISIL)




The reports highlight new and existing measures to disrupt ISIL
financing

Counter-ISIL Financing Group (CIFG)
– Representatives from 26 countries and several multilateral
organizations met in March 2015, to agree on action plan to further
understanding ISIL’s financial and economic activity




Group has grown to 62 nations

Bipartisan task force to investigate terrorist financing
– Formed by House Financial Services Committee
– Created to improve U.S. efforts to choke of terrorist financing



Egmont Group analytical study of foreign fighters
– FBI TFOS / FinCEN analysis of U.S. foreign fighters

ISIL Funding


2014
– Considered to be wealthiest terrorist organization






Robust funding sources
Territorial expansion
Ample funding for governance

2016
– Funding constraints



International coordination to restrict funding streams
Loss of territory in Iraq and Syria
– Expansion into Libya and other countries



Air strikes against financial targets
– Oil fields, refineries and tankers
– Financial repositories of hard currency



Funding shortfalls for governance

Lessons Learned from Paris and
Brussels










Threat of returning foreign fighters a significant problem
Terrorist networks of returning foreign fighters and homegrown
violent extremists more organized and insulated in Europe than
previously thought
Many of foreign fighters from Europe have criminal records
Attacks like Paris and Brussels require significant pre-planning
magnifying importance of situational awareness
Threat of ISIL-directed attacks by returning foreign fighters and / or
violent homegrown extremists more acute in E.U. than in U.S.
Adaptability of terrorists to mitigate vulnerability of communications
through use of burner phones, victim cell phones and encryption,
presents significant challenge to law enforcement and intelligence
agencies

Assessing Paris and Brussels


Attacks supported and conducted by same network orf
returning foreign fighters and violent home grown
extremists
– Established infrastructure
– Long term planning
– Command and control from Syria



Short term victory for ISIL



Long term loss for ISIL



Extensive network(s)



Use of prepaid cards to facilitate Paris attacks
– Successful model
– Easily replicated

Takeaways


Understand
– The enemy
– Perspective
– Importance of financial intelligence



Contain and disrupt
– Requires “urgent” reactive strategies



Collaborate and counter
– Importance of partnerships



Disrupt and prevent
– Requires proactive strategies

